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(54) RECEPTION SYSTEM FOR AUTOMATIC CHANNEL SELECTION
(57)Abstract:

PURPOSE: To confirm the contents of each broadcast
program by setting each preset channel in a reception

state for each prescribed time when the switch of a

voice mode is detected in a TV reception state and then
receiving again the original channel when a series of

receiving operations are through.

CONSTITUTION: In regard of the voice signals of the TV
broadcasting, the bilingual broadcasting consisting of the
main/sub modes and the multiple broadcasting

consisting of the stereo/mono modes are carried out.

The main/sub modes are applied in the bilingual

broadcasting state, and the voice mode is switched to

the stereo/mono mode in a commercial broadcasting

state. When the switch of these modes is detected by a

voice mode deciding means 22 of a reception part 2. a

control part 3 successively calls the preset frequencies

out of a preset memory 32. Then the preset channel is

switched to the broadcast under reception and each
called poreset channel Is temporarily received. When the
reception is through with a series of preset channels, the broadcast of the original channel is

received again. Then the contents of each broadcast program are confirmed with start of the
commercial broadcast.
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